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Abstract
Bollywood, aka the Mumbai film industry, is one of the
biggest movie industries in the world with a current movie
market share of worth 2.1 billion dollars and a target audience base of 1.2 billion people. While the entertainment impact in terms of lives that Bollywood can potentially touch
is mammoth, no NLP study on social biases in Bollywood
content exists. We thus seek to understand social biases in a
developing country through the lens of popular movies. Our
argument is simple – popular movie content reflects social
norms and beliefs in some form or shape. We present our preliminary findings on a longitudinal corpus of English subtitles of popular Bollywood movies focusing on (1) social bias
toward a fair skin color (2) gender biases, and (3) gender representation. We contrast our findings with a similar corpus of
Hollywood movies. Surprisingly, we observe that much of the
biases we report in our preliminary experiments on the Bollywood corpus, also gets reflected in the Hollywood corpus.

(a) Old Bollywood

(b) Recent Bollywood

Figure 1: Word cloud visualizations for the five word contexts containing utterances of ‘woman/women’.

et al. 2019) fine-tuned on our data sets, we present our preliminary findings.
Our data sets: We construct the following two data sets.
1. Bollywood movies, Dbolly : We consider movies spanning
seven decades (1950–2020). For each decade, we retrieved
subtitles (Lison and Tiedemann 2016) of 40 top-grossing
movies (280 total films), based on earnings documented by
IMDb (Internet Movie Database).
2. Hollywood movies, Dholly : Similarly, we considered 40
top-grossing movies from each of the seven decades (280 total films). Overall, Dbolly and Dholly consist of 542,768 and
488,498 dialogues, respectively.
For a subset of our analyses, we divide our corpus into two
old
old
buckets: (1) Films from 1950 to 1970 (Dbolly
and Dholly
);
new
new
and (2) Films from 2000 to 2020 (Dbolly and Dholly ).

Introduction
On a diachronic corpus of popular entertainment, what
types of social biases can we analyze and detect? In this
paper, we analyze a curated corpus of film subtitles from
the Bollywood and Hollywood film industry, spread over 70
years and present our preliminary findings on three aspects:
(1) social bias toward a fair skin color; (2) gender biases; and
(3) gender representation. While studies analyzing gender
stereotypes across different languages (Lewis and Lupyan
2020) and detecting bias in word embeddings (Garg et al.
2018) exist, Bollywood in NLP literature has received little
focus (Khan and Taylor 2018; Madaan et al. 2018) and no
existing work has considered the rich data set of subtitles
contrasting the findings with a Hollywood subtitles corpus.
In Figure 1, what do the prominent presence of negative
adjectives such as wanton in old Bollywood movies (see,
Figure 1(a)) juxtaposed with the presence of positive verbs
such as respect (see, Figure 1(b)) tell us? In this paper,
we explore a recent technique (Palakodety, KhudaBukhsh,
and Carbonell 2020) used to mine political insights in a
novel context of uncovering social biases. Through a series
of cloze tests (Taylor 1953) on a language model (Devlin

Results
Pronouns as a Proxy for Representation: Following extensive literature on gendered pronouns’ relative distributions and their implications (Twenge, Campbell, and Gentile
2012), we consider a simple measure of gender representation: relative occurrence of pronouns of each gender (Men:
he, him. Women: she, her). Let Nw denote the number of
times a token w appears in a corpus. We define Male Pronoun Ratio (MPR) as follows:
he +Nhim
MPR = Nhe +NNhim
+Nshe +Nher ∗ 100. Figure 2 plots MPR
of our decade-wise movie data sets and contrasts with MPR
computed using Google Ngrams. Our results indicate that
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cloze 1

soft, beautiful, pale,
tanned, smooth
woman, man, widow,
doctor, slave, soldier,
bachelor,
merchant,
farmer,
lawyer
man, soldier, gentleman,
farmer,
merchant, woman,
slave,
bachelor,
doctor, carpenter

fair, no, pale, tanned,
tan
prostitute, servant,
woman, slave, bachelor, doctor, lawyer,
man, widow, maid

fair, tanned, golden,
smooth, pale
doctor,
woman,
servant,
lawyer,
maid, man, nurse,
teacher, gardener,
lady
doctor,
lawyer,
policeman,
man,
farmer,
bachelor,
gardener,
servant,
soldier, mechanic

fair,
pale,
blue,
golden, gold
woman,
slave,
servant,
nurse,
lady, man, teacher,
lawyer,
peasant,
maid
carpenter,
policeman, lawyer, soldier,
farmer,
gentleman, servant, man,
peasant, slave

fair, pale, tanned,
golden, dark
woman, lawyer, doctor, nurse, teacher,
man, writer, secretary, prostitute, professional
man, lawyer, soldier,
doctor,
carpenter,
gentleman, farmer,
clergyman, writer,
craftsman

cloze 2

cloze 3

bolly

man,
gentleman,
bachelor,
lawyer,
servant,
doctor,
farmer,
worker,
craftsman, slave

holly

Table 1: Cloze test results. Predicted tokens are ranked by decreasing probability. Positive and negative words are italicized and
underlined, respectively. Our completion results using BERT indicate presence of social and gender biases.
even now, both Bollywood and Hollywood exhibit comparable skew in gendered pronoun usage.

surprising that Bollywood exhibits an affinity toward fairness. However, our analysis indicates Hollywood also shows
bias toward lighter skin color. Further, we observe strong
presence of gender bias with masked sentences involving
men predominantly receiving positive completions in comparison with women (see, Table 1). Future directions include
(1) tracking moral sentiment; (2) exploring debiasing techniques; and (3) analyzing representation of other minorities.
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Figure 2: MPR in Dbolly and Dholly
Cloze Test Using Language Models: When presented with
a sentence (or a sentence stem) with a missing word, a cloze
task (Taylor 1953) is essentially a fill-in-the-blank task. For
instance, in the following cloze task: In the [MASK], it is
very sunny, summer is a likely completion for the missing word. Given a cloze test, BERT, a well-known language
model (Devlin et al. 2019), outputs a series of token ranked
by probability. In fact, in the above cloze test, the top three
tokens (ranked by probability) predicted by BERTbase are:
summer, winter and spring. Recent lines of research has explored BERT’s masked query prediction for (1) knowledge
base extraction (Petroni et al. 2019) and (2) mining political
insights (Palakodety, KhudaBukhsh, and Carbonell 2020).
Following (Palakodety, KhudaBukhsh, and Carbonell
old
2020), we fine-tune BERT on four sub-corpora: Dbolly
,
old
old
old
Dholly ,Dbolly , and Dholly . We denote the pretrained BERT
model as BERTbase and a fine-tuned BERT on corpus D as
BERTD . Out of a thorough analysis with several cloze tests
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